Information letter week 23-24
Luleå University of Technology

It is now quite clear that restrictions and social distance to some extent will continue to apply for a long time to come.

At the University, we are in the process of another exam period, which is again being conducted remotely.

We are approaching the summer and there will be a summer like no other we have experienced since World War II.

However, let’s not be put off by it, my tip is: Take this opportunity and see it as a chance to explore and experience Sweden with all our pearls, both on the coast, inland and in the mountains!

Coming/Ongoing activities w23-24

**Overall Campus**
Previously implemented adjustments of the business at Akademiska Hus office still apply.

Measures to reduce the risk of spreading the Corona virus have been taken by both Akademiska Hus and its suppliers and weekly dialogs to evaluate the situation is taken.

**Outdoor environment**
A lot of work is ongoing, mainly along Regnbågsallén. We apologize for the disturbance and appeal that everyone respects the barriers.

Spring cleaning of the Campus outdoor environment will continue. Among other things, continued cleaning of hardened surfaces and preparation of green surfaces will be completed.

**Regnbågsallén**
The barrier between the A and D houses will be reduced during the end of week 22 or the beginning of week 23. Passage between Tekniktorget and the intersection Regnbågsallén-Vintergatan will be opened.

**NOTE! Remember not to park bikes in front of entrances and especially not on handicap ramps!**

Packing of the terrace as well as lower reinforcement layer begins between the A and B houses will continue. Some disturbances can occur in nearby buildings.

Deliveries along Vintergatan are blocked off, transports to and from the properties are referred via Geogränd with entrance from Laboratorievägen (between the E and F houses).

During week 23, a shaft pit will be created at the intersection Regnbågsallén-Geogränd, to replace a valve on a water main pipe. In connection with the replacement, the water supply to the Campus area will be affected. The replacement will take place during evening hours. The project manager and the contractor will inform the tenants concerned separately.

**A/a-house**
Complementary controls for the performed indoor environment investigation will be conducted in the A-house during the spring / summer. Planning is ongoing.

**B/β-house**
The indoor environmental study in the B- and beta-houses will, as a final measure, carry out an “odor panel” on Monday morning 1/6. Prior to this, the ventilation in the B & Beta house will be switched off during weekend week 22 and will start again on Monday morning at 09 week 23.

**C-house**
During week 23, the drainage around the house will be filmed before deciding on action.

During the spring / summer, planning for renovation / replacement of the exterior walls of the C-house is underway.

In the fall of 2020, a smaller wall area will be renovated / replaced in connection with the former Career Center. The purpose of this is to evaluate and ensure quality and process before final design and renovation / replacement of the remaining part of the C-house walls.

A minor rebuild of the former Career Center to a Project Studio for Akademiska Hus for upcoming projects will be performed.

Installation of the final stage for the V-pavilion is carried out June 2-3. Limited access along Geogränd applies, avoid passage with vehicles. Continued work after assembly is complementary façade installations as well as interior installations.
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D-house
Nothing to report.

E-house
As part of the final measure, the indoor environment investigation in the E-house will carry out an "odor panel" on Sunday evening May 31. Prior to this, the ventilation in the E-house will be switched off during the weekend week 22 and will be started again on Monday morning at 07 week 23. Individual ventilation units will be running regarding risks with chemicals.

F-house
Projecting for measures of walls at Heavy Lab as well as Graphic Services is ongoing. Work is expected to begin in the summer.
Continued work to complete the T-Pavilion is ongoing. The work goes entirely according to schedule. Upcoming exterior work is paving of hardened surfaces, which is carried out as soon as the teal releases completely.

K-house
Renovation of the exterior wall continues according to plan.

Students House
Nothing to report.

Polstjärnan
NCC has started completing external areas. Construction of bicycle storage west of the house is ongoing.